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Fronteriors Kitchen Information 
 

Fronteriors offers a curated collection of doors, drawers, side panels, fillers, plinths, and hardware for 
IKEA’s Metod kitchen frames. You get the benefit of IKEA’s readily available and highly practical frames 

and internal components with the beauty of a high-end design aesthetic to completely transform the 
look.  

 
Please visit our website for information on how the concept works, price examples, FAQ’s and a gallery 

of kitchen inspiration.  
 

The first step is to design your kitchen with the IKEA online kitchen planner tool or in store with one of 

their consultants. Once you have the IKEA plan, you can start to plan your Fronteriors order.  
 

We now offer the option to shop all Metod components online independently. This is a great way to 
explore the options and look at prices, however we encourage customers to use our ordering service so 

that we can compile your shopping basket for you. This allows us to assist you with checking that you 
have everything you need and offer some advice or suggestions where applicable.  

 
Our website will automatically calculate a shipping rate as you add items to you basket, but since 

kitchen projects usually result in freight-sized shipments, we can assist you with ensuring that you receive 

the best shipping price.   
 

Here are some important points that need to be adhered to in order for us to accurately quote you for 
the Fronteriors components for your kitchen: 

 

• Once you have completed your design, we will require a PDF version of your IKEA planner. It 

needs to have all design views and the full item list with all doors on showing final handle 
positions and hinge opening direction.  

• The IKEA planner should accurately reflect your ceiling height. 

• When planning your kitchen and final shopping list with IKEA, please ensure that you purchase 
all the frames, internal components, hinges, plinths, and appliances (if applicable) from IKEA.  

• If you plan to purchase appliances and/or sinks from a supplier other than IKEA, please ensure 
that share the relevant specifications with the IKEA team in order for them to assess if the 

appliances are suitable to use with their frames. This is particularly relevant for integrated 
appliances. Some appliances may vary in height, and this could affect the suitability of the 

door sizes that sit within the same cabinet.  
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Kitchen ordering service 
During the planning and ordering service, our kitchen specialist will review your IKEA plan in order to 

prepare a quote and make recommendations to improve the functionality and design aesthetic.  
 

This service includes: 

• A detailed quotation for all the required Fronteriors components. 

• A design document that includes colour and material options with elevation drawings that detail 
the placement and orientation of all doors, drawers, fillers, and appliances. This document will 

also serve as a guideline for installation.  

• You can ask for up to two colour and design options for a comparison. If required, additional 

elevations and/or 3D renders are available for a fee. 

 
This service does not include mechanical, electrical, or plumbing planning. This should be done with the 

IKEA kitchen planning team or your appointed contractor.  
 

Your order can be processed either online via our website or via electronic funds transfer.  
 

After you have placed your order 
The process is as follows: 

 

• Fronteriors components have a manufacturing lead time of 20-25 working days plus shipping 
time, which will vary dependent on your location. Keep this in mind when planning your IKEA 

installation.  

• IKEA installs the frames and appliances (please see important guidelines below) either ahead 

of the Fronteriors delivery, or once you have your Fronteriors components.  

• You/your appointed contractor can assemble the Fronteriors components using our assembly 

guide. If you do not have a contractor, we can recommend Fronteriors approved companies to 
work with on our assembly partners page. This can take up to two days depending on the size 

of your kitchen.  

• You can find our assembly guides on our website. 

 

Guidelines for your IKEA installation 
In order to ensure a smooth Fronteriors assembly, please pay careful attention to the below points and 

ensure they are adhered to when the IKEA installation is in progress.  
 

• IKEA legs should always be fixed at 8cm height – if not, our side panels may not fit correctly.  

• Ideally, there should be no skirtings in place where base cabinets will be installed against a 

wall. If skirtings are there, they should be less than 8cm. If the frame’s legs are adjusted to for 
over skirtings, side panels that extend to the floor may not fit correctly.  

• IKEA should install all their plinths with the frames – our plinths will be applied over them. This 
includes ventilated areas below integrated fridge/freezers. 

• Similarly, where base cabinets are installed back-to-back to create an island, the spacers 

along the back of the frame should not be installed facing one another at the same height from 
the bottom of the cabinet. This will increase the spacing between the frames and may cause 

side panels to not fit correctly.  
 

Please refer to our FAQ’s page and/or our Metod assembly guide if you have any questions or get in 
touch with us at info@fronteriors.co.  
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